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«»S Rising fuel cost
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calls for joint
conservation
effort

By Susan Pillow
Editor-in-chief

A 38% increase in the cost of natural gas as of
January 1 has added urgency to the mounting conserva
tion campaign put together by- Physical Plant Director
Ross Morton.
Conservation has been a long running theme in the
Physical Plant operation and, according to Morton, the
efforts to cut down consumption have been successful.
But in spite of substantial reductions in usage, infla
tion has kept the expense constant. "During September

December of 1979," says Morton, "We saved
23% in our consumption of natural" gas on the Main
Campus as compared with the same four months of the
previous fiscal year, but we paid, almost to the penny, the
same amount."
Morton points to modifications in the old
systems,and constant monitoring of energy use as the
source for mosj of the saving thus far. "We have pretty
well reached a limit in reference to fine tuning of the
system without going into large capital expenditures—
brand new systems, in other words." Morton asserted,
Further fine tuning can be achieved only with

cooperation from students."
Students can help says Morton just by being aware of
the problems, and being conscious of some basic conser
vation measures. He pointed to open windows and open
doors as a real problem, particularly in buildings where
radiators left on high settings overheat the rooms. This
can be avoided if manual controls are lowered as the
room begins to heat up.
Hot water use is also a substantial expense, and, ac
cording to Morton is often wasted. "Many don't stop to
think that when they draw hot water all the way through
the pipes just to wash their hands, a lot of heated water
(cont. back page, col. t)
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VlcCaffrey to travel as
81-82 Rotary Pres.
1

As an active member in Rotary's Youth Committee,
aide to the president-elect in 1966, and first vice
president in 1970-71.

He will succeed Finnish Rotarian Rolf J. Klarich in
the international presidency.
McCaffrey, who has been active in Rotary since
1948, described his future position as "the opportunity of
a lilfetime."
"The position," he continuled, "is unique in the kind
of opportunity afforded. I happen to be interested in un
derstanding among peoples. There isn't any other person
in the. world who can really bring people together in the
way the president of Rotary can."

President Stanley E. McCaffrey
By Susan Pillow

o ff

Editor-in-Chief

University president, Stanley E. McCaffrey, selected
it month as President of Rotary International for 1981L announced Monday his plans to take sabbatical leave
|m the University during his tenure as Rotary
esident.

During his year a leader of the international
' "" ' Jim/His! pnizatipn, McCaffrey will travel throughout 50-60 of
; 154 countries represented by Rotary, leaving the
fcsi dent's Cabinet, composed of the four University
ce-Presidents to function as a management team under
-v »»i
WWMt chairmanship of Academic Vice President Clifford
nd.

McCaffrey noted that Rotary's international
callings lack the tension and rivalry found in political
relations, and thus says he can exert a more positive role
than political representatives can.
Rotary doesn t take the place of government," he
added, "but the president can exert a positive influence
for good in international understanding."
A native of Taft, California, McCaffrey graduated
from U.C. Berkeley in 1938, later returning a manager of
the Alumni Association and then as vice president. He
left Berkeley in 1960 to become administrative assistant
to the Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
McCaffrey is currently president of the Western
College Association, past president of the Association of
Independent California Colleges and Universities and has
The School of Pharmacy library was the hardest hit spot on campus as a series of earthquakes and aftershocks
served on the board of trustees of Golden Gate Univer
centered in the Bay Area jolted much of Northern California in late January.
sity.
,

The domino effect

TIKI 2
Promise St discovery, disappointment & doubt
ByJoeAnnotti
Special to The Pacifican

^ I received a letter from a very close friend
1 'mine the other day. He wrote it on New
;ar's Eve, after the euphoric effects of the
lohol had left him and the melancholy set in.
• wrote pf the 1^70's and of himself, and his
>rds promoted this effort. Pardon me
ichael, while I borrow your thoughts.
The 70's, for me <and most of my genera>n, were divided into two contrasting periods;
e of discovery and the other of disbelief.
»ere was a lot to experience for a twelve year
3 in 1970.
There were the things you couldn't avoid,
e puberty, that time of cracking voices and
routing beards, acne, and riding the bus to
100I.

,/

There were the things you couldn t do witht, like-baseball cards, bubble gum and high
er black Converse tennis shoes.
Everything was new in those first few
Jf /(ars. Everything was a premiere. The first car
a t'" ' ^ a '68 Ranchero that looked like hell, but had
11 t V\> ager mags, a 402 V-8, and With a couple of

sand bags in the back could drag with any car
around. It only got ten miles to the gallon, but
with gas going for 33<t who gave a damn.
The first, girlfriend, whose beauty,
strangely enough, depended directly on the
quality of that first car. At that time she was
the only thing that walked on the face of the
earth, but now I can hardly remember her
name.
And who could forget that first drunk, and
the long hours hugging the round god of por
celain that followed.
Not long after that came the introduction
to the novelty of carcinogenic psycho-activities,
a novelty that by the end of the decade had not
worn thin. Back then grass could get you a trip
to prison, now it can get you a $50 fine—in
some ways I guess times have changed.

us again.
It is only a rumble of war now, but the fear
of total destruction is with tis. As Bob Dylan
said so many years ago, "I heard the sound of a
wave that could drown the whole world."
Something turned sour in the 70's. Myths
were shattered and idols fell. Optimists turned
cynics and cynics doomsayers as our in
stitutions began to crumble. The family, the
church, the government—they were all shaken
to their roots as we fell into doubt. Even war,
or rather the knowledge that we would win all
our wars, could not be believed.

War was something we were proud of until
Vietnam, after all we were destroying the evil
and reinforcing the good in the world by going
to war. But there was no one to blame for the
senseless slaughter that took place in Southeast
, Asia, it could only be hidden in the back of all
In many more, unfortunately, they have our minds.
stayed the same. The beginning of the decade
brought with it the promise that an end to war
is my fate, good or bad, to question
was close at hand. The end of the decade society and my relationship within that society,
brought the nightmare that war would be with both externally and internally.

I must wonder, what happens now? Do we
go to war again, this time a "just" war, and
hope that America's greatness returns? Do we
sit and wait till the promises of the next elec
tion? Do we pretend the problem isn't there and
continue down the merry path to fortune and
fame?
Well the problem is there, kids, and times
will have to change—just like they have
changed throughout this entire decade. It is
time to come to grips with reality, look around
us and try to improve ourselves.
I fear for America and for myself because
so many of us are blind to the problems that are
staring us in the face.
I fear for us because we seem to be in a
nation of doubters and not doers.
I fear for myself because I do not want to be
at the mercy of another nation for my energy
needs nor do I want to die in a nuclear war.
But my biggest fear is for the generation
that follows us, for if they inherit our doubt
they will be infected with the spirit.0/ disbelief
before they have a chance to discover.
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Editorial

Weekend Vandalism
inflates tuition

pOVVER PLAN'r

(junior

Waste costs a lot of money.
It is not unusual to take a
longer shower, turn the heat
higher, and light the room a lit
tle brighter when away at
school where one does not have
to deal directly with utility
bills.
But the bills do come and
they are paid. . . by you.
A time when inflation is
hitting hard and fewer and
fewer budgets are balanced, is
no time to live in wasteful

Dt~ATh! -j-q
Ld\A/L /F=F

luxury.
Tuition is, to be cliche1,
skyrocketing. Natural ^as is
costing a tremendous amount
of money. Electricity costs .are

Letters to the Editor
Education and not Athletics, has ex
hausted its very small funds on the
two performances already perform-

If someone had cared
Dear Editor,
Everyone has read or heard
stories about starving, struggling
singers and actors trying to make
ends meet.
Well, this is an article about a
struggling dance company. It's name
is the PACIFIC DANCE AND
ELECTRIC COMPANY (PD&E for
short).
Yes, UOP has. it's own dance
company.
After its spring concert last year,
which drew more crowd response
than any other activity, it has become
Director Karen
very popular.
Bradley had requests for four per
formances wanted in Fall 1979
directly after the concert. Two of the
shows have already been performed
leaving two major shows coming this
spring. Here is where the problem
begins.
The Company, which falls under
the
department
of
Physical

work, other activities as* well as
preparing for the concerts I couldn't
spare the time or energy that would
be needed to raise that much money.
With 40 dancers in each concert
needing
at minimum $25 per
costume, make-up, money to rent
lights and a sound system that the
Conservatory doesn't have, we are
talking about a large sum of money
to raise.
' will have to buy their own costumes
and some dancers need more than
one costume. For many this will
mean writing to mom and dad to ask
for funds. If it comes to this I know
one person who won't get to be in the
concert at all. Me! I really do want
to be in it.
In closing I would just like to say
that* I am not a journalist and
wouldn't blame you if this letter is
not of quality to print. I just wanted
.• to write down how I felf and say' I
wish there was someone who had
cared enough to help, that's all.
Sincerely,
Jeri Deyd
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Social involvement in social projects

Monday to The'

By Dr. Harvey Williams
Professor of Sociology

The decade of the 1970's has been called by some the
"me-first" decade, emphasizing a shift from the student
activism of the 1960's. While I would question the
validity of either generalization, I am more concerned at
this point with the future. What are the possibilities for
social involvement in the 1980's? Why should anyone be
interested?
Let me begin by stating that I have a strong bias in
favor of social involvement in social programs, whether
it is for salary or as a volunteer, yield significant rewards
for participants.
Opportunities in social service careers, especially in
health care, aging and youth services, are expanding.
And volunteer experience in such programs is being given
increased weight in the selection process for graduate
and professional training, and public and private sector
employment in a wide range of fields.
When I first came to UOP in 1977, I was cautioned
by some not to expect too much in the way of student in
terest or involvement. Since that time I have found that,
while not overwhelming, there is considerable student in
terest in becoming involved in social programs.
This is evident in the continuing success of such
major programs as sociology, counseling psychology,
music therapj) and public administration (to name a
few), and in the development of several new programs,
including social policy and urban affairs, and human
development and aging.
It is also demonstrated by the increasing par
ticipation of students in volunteer commitments, in field

work and internships and in work/study positions with
public and private social service agencies. Students from
various liberal arts and professional programs have per
formed admirable service and have gained valuable ex
perience, and have strengthened the image of the Univer
sity as an active part of the community.
On the less positive side, much is left to be done.
Most students are not involved beyond the campus, and
many agencies and programs are in need of intelligent
and motivated assistance. Although many may choose
never to be committed, I believe that the problem is
much more one of knowledge of opportunities than it is
one of motivation.
I have found that many students are unaware that
their services are sought, and most do not know where to
begin to look. Many are not even aware that programs
such as the Environmental Intern Program or VISTA or
the Peace Corps still exist. When announcing such op
portunities I have found the student response to be "Do
you mean that they would want me?" much more than
"Forget it. I have my own problems to deal with."
I believe that we on the faculty could do more to en
courage and support student involvement in social
programs. But I feel that students must also show their
initiative. The opportunities are there. There is much to
support the view that student involvement in social
programs will flourish in the 1980's. I hope that others
share my enthusiasm and optimism, and will move
toward taking advantage of the existing opportunities
and creating even more varied and rewarding ones.

Don Stebbins

Getting
Around

On -the-Spotlnterviews
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By Sue Keenom

A Reflection

Photos by David Aguilar
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Do you feel that women should be drafted?

* A

X
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all
Nov.

w|>y

H'l*Mliu1

Overseas studies.
Ski holidays.
Special projects.

Susan
Hare,
(Senior,
Special Education): "No, I
don t think they should be
drafted
into
combat
because I don't think that
they are physically capable
of doing that, but I think
they could be drafted into
other than combat such as
working in hospitals."

H CARROTS

>i„„.
>nt

Steven
Wu,
(Senior,
Biology): "Yes, I do. I
think if men are going to go
I imagine women might as
well go too, because why
should men be the only
ones
to
sacrifice
something?"

you

j

>tebbins

Getting
Around

•f
t

X
I

>»•/

Chris Hodgkins, (Senior,
English): "I have a double
answer to that. Yes, if the
insistance is on women
being exactly the same as
men, which I don't believe.
No, if realistically we ex
pect women to perform on
a battle field the same way
a man would."

Steve
Houd,
(Junior,
«»to get hack into it. but I've
Business):
"Sure,
»i»e was ever any worse for the
because I feel they have the
equal responsibility thatihevrlrd bv a casual comment
any male has. I think they
rcrut committee planning sw
s.hould serve their country
ung administrative re-evaluabut I don't really feel that
I to the end of the "I" in our
many of them are strong
enough to fight the front
vorth of winter term is led by lines."
and lbs committee will soon
jf goals and objectives for the
it at Pacific should be able to
\ ami enjoy the course avails
Winter term, he says, mighl
n*t to lake courses from all to)
constituent school calendar
in for this writer, nor for
d to Anyway. h«w many
I luid Mechanics. Svmpho
flogv?
And for those p
I iim en. m. . rs. musicians,
winter term simply
..„v,.„ird them form taku
could h*
winter t'
how woi
m it?
•e seems >°
ime for
nefor
noneytoW

Alaeddin
Tarabzuni,
(Sophomore,
Business
Administration): "Well, it
depends. If the situation is
really serious and the
country needs everyone, I
believe that women should
be drafted but not to the
hardest parts of the work,
just to work like nurses or
to help people, not as
soldiers."

physically strong enough."

t stan*>t whotoi(°
t!

,hJ

Brick

and

Stop.
Gather around the television set. President
Carter. The words we know he'll say.

Donna
Janet,
(Fourth
year, History of Science):
"I'm undecided on the sub
ject. I'm definitly against
war but I. feel if we're going
to pass ERA and women
are going to be treated
equal that
we
should
register and be drafted."

Finish a term paper.

It never

We are here now - together. Is this the end?
Don't go.
Laughing, Smiling. Spring semester is on
its way.
Your eyes, so contemplative .
Don't go.
Us.
Why are they tearing us apart?
Who are they?
Freedom is so relative. We have none when
the possibles from which we choose are whisked
away....narrowed down to a lottery....Take a
draft card or run....but to where? And does it
matter where we go when they take us from
each other?
A smile for all that we have.
A smile for the times together.
A smile for something, or other....What am
trying to say?....sentimental....I really do love
the people and the times....How to say it....Love
looks shallow in newsprint.
S.P

PEACE CORPS
and VISTA

Pa^

,loa"

'

I" "Tour*

1„„
Peace Corps ancl VISTA Volunteers are people pretty much like you. People with commitment and
skills who have decided there must be more to life than just holding down a job.
'
The problems that our volunteers deal with both overseas and here at home aren't new. Such as the
cycle of poverty that traps one generation after another because they're too busy holding on to get ahead..
The debilitating effects of malnutrition and disease. Education and skills that are lacking, and the means to
get them, too.
Former Volunteers will tell you that long hours and frustration come with the job, but that the satis
faction and rewards are immense. For many it has been the central event of their lives, with experiences
and new perspectives that few of them expected. As one Volunteer to Africa stated: "Don't expect to
change the world. The Peace Corps experience will change your world." The same is true for VISTA,
where you'll discover that social change on behalf of the poor and disadvantaged is not only possible, but
essential/and that you can be a part of the process.
We are how accepting applications for several thousand one- and two-year volunteer positions that
begin in the next 12 months in 65 overseas countries and throughout the U.S. Our representatives will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities with you.
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ivy.

Teasing.

Have a party.
goes away.

Linda Crawford, (Junior,
Education): "No I don't.
Well, I can't say no I don't,
but as far as for me I
wouldn't want to be draf-'
ted. I have children."

Earl Washburn, (Professor
of Art):
"I think that if
women want the right to
share in all the oppor
tunities of this world they
have an equal right to be
drafted for some kinds of
positions.
I have been
reading
recently
some
peoples ideas that we
should all be drafted and
I'm beginning to believe
that's the best plan.
Everybody from 18 to 65
should be drafted, that
way we can all get into
whatever
the
country
needs if that's the way we
. have to go."

Carla Konet, (Head Field
Hockey Coach, Graduate
Assistant):
"No I don't
feel they should.
Well,
they can't fight along side,
maybe the Israeli's do it but
I can't envision women
going through the same
kind of training. I just speak
for myself I don't think I
would want to be carrying a
gun and going out and
shooting someone.
Not
that there aren't some men
that have trouble doing
Women
aren't
that

on campus.

Don't think about it. Go to the mountains.

nn
much rocs on: the fun.
In* purpose, studying one sub
timing is unquestionably the

"Home"

Clanging radiators.
Frisbee.
A basketball
game. A waterfight. A giant pizza. Serious
discussions.
Ridiculous moments.
Sitting
around the dorm, just talking.
Sharing.

Iran. Afghanistan. Oil. Draft registration.
Silence, broken by nervous chatter.
I m not going. ' "What about women?"
"Are you gonna register?" "Maybe I'll go to
grad school." "They can't tell me what to do
with my future." "This is incredible.." "I can't
believe it.." "Let's talk about something else."

"Overall, as far as the draft
is concerned I; say for
women it would be better if.
they had a choice on their
own to be drafted or not. I
think there are a lot more
positions for men in the
military then there are for
women in it. In an overall
draft of equal numbers I
don't know if it would be
feasible or not."

,on i

Ted
Kanaya-Adams,
(Director of Anderson Y):
"I feel if there is going to be
a draft, which I am op
posed to in the first place,
that women as well as men
should be subject to it.
But I am opposed to the
draft so I think meither
should be."

Martin
Burt,
(Senior,
Public Administration in
Elbert Covell College): "I
think that women should be
drafted only after the ERA is
passed and they are given
full guarantees that they
will treated as equals."

Mike
Whited,
(Senior,
Chemistry/Biology):

Doug Matheson,
(Pro
fessor of Psychology):
"Yeah, I think they ought
to give it a shot just like
everybody else. I think if
you believe in the equal
rights ammendment you've K
got to believe in the fact
that everybody's got to par
ticipate." I don't think they
should fight necessarily,
but I think they should
register."

Judy Lee (Junior, Comthe
munication
and
Windows ^
Recreation): "Yes, I think
1,1 "howrrs.
... u
\vash j they should, Because they
|lir« .i .
during -nff
> should fight too, if they
off
want
to,
'm
not
in
Don't use
T
. use hot
agreement for the draft for
1 need it.
"
anybody. If women want
• t^hts. ftp e
''
" coi^ to go in and serve and fight
I think they should be
allowed to."
<,own

Winter Term 1980. The University of the
Pacific.

General Info: University Center
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Interviews: Sign up in advance at Placement Office
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StocktonFall projects move into Spring
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Pacifican Staff W r i t e r

And whenever spring c 0 ' 7 '' S !'
where I am, I suddenly g?
feeling, my God, I'm not gettin any
where!

pieces of art

»#-;
the

•rform "Street Mimes" at th,le V;
pe
Faire in Modesto. Soi
"fteti,
near the end of the semester tH

thatwor
egable in that
wor • hibitjon com> Faculty
Facul
The
vo,vement: each
1
, ^f involvement,
"v..
,e circle
pletes the
nting several
p disfcussing their
faculty member
member J

By Charles Fee

pany will perform its now

j£feS

v

The'^

laritv
i*>p"a
»w.

^iThaJ[•ver 1

students and faculty.
It is a strenuous schedule f0

K'®""'TiOruly
or
uiind-rl'dt',r'

company, but worth it.

—Biff
artist teacher

wilh e*,ril

K*

dance with choreography by

<T|

name

aHlii ''J<a^',ws°he

Spring Concert, a full evenjn|

A commit-

tf

^ events.

Department throug

pOTAD
Current shows m the V

open its spring season with ChekhJ

next week.

And now, to last semesters re

"The Three Sisters,'

wards:
f
The drama department perfor
med "Ladies at the Alamo" (the Zin-

The calendars are full
The Pacific Dance and
spring term.
which has been
Electric Company, which- «
lgg|,„g under ton-ato

season here) for the American Co ege
Theatre Festival in Reno. The UOf
production was well received and the
festival was of value for the partici
pants. Five west coast college pro

Cast of 'Godspell'

Godspell': high energy success
musical numbers including the ever
By Alan Clack
Pacifican Staff W r i t e r

Godspell, the musical celebration
based on the Gospel of Matthew,
swept the campus last week with four
sold-out performances.
Presented by the UOP drama
department, the moving and joyful
musical was highlighted by a full

popular "Day By Day and many
others which flowed perfectly
throughout the play.
The cast, who auditioned as early
as November, was made up of a
group of ten extremely talented ac
tors and actresses who worked under

month of winter term rehersals as
rigorous as one could ever imagine.
Needless to say, the final outcome

the direction of Darrell Persels.
Each cast member basically
played him or herself, and there were
no distinct characters other than that

ductions were shown and workshops

each cast member played himself,
"there was a real closeness between

Godspell

members consisted of Kathy Buller,

petition.

tunity to gain perspective on one s
own work through the work of
others; it provides an open and criti
cal forum, the best forum for educa

mances, Godspell

was performed

tional theatre.

at

plot, but rather was the word of God

Phillips, Steven Reaves and Lisa

here on

told in short parables. Each story
was beaut if uly intertwined with

Torrez.
Miss Torn z, who might be better

Theatre.
To the surprise of many, the

campus

gallery season to a fine conclusion.

ASUOP ID Photos & Validations - ASUOP Conference Room

2-4

p.m.
ASUOP Film: "High Anxiety" - UC Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
ASUOP Social: Ramsey Lewis Jazz Concert - Long Theatre - 7 p.m

involved some spectators. There was
a constant zest on stage, and the cast
did a beautiful job of bringing that

dents have the chance to gain
valuable experience in exhibiting

N. West Ln. & E. Hammer Ln.
478-5135

LateRegistration (with $ 10 fee)
ASUOP Film: "High Anxiety" - UC Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.

Art show

ASUOP Film: "High Anxiety" - UC Theatre - 3, 6 & 9 p.m.

intervals in the West Forum of Delta
College. Separate admissions will be

The exhibition will be in the Univer

Art Department Exhibition: Gregory Kondos - UC Gallery - 9-5 p.m.
Late Registration (with $10 fee)

charged for each film. Admissions
will be $2.25 per film or $3.50 for
a double feature, unless otherwise
noted.
Call 462-7162 or 948-282
further 'information.

Album
Woodwind

Black Hole

(Carol

'Godspell' the musical depicting the

Bronkhorst, flute, Neil Tatman, oboe;
William
C.
Dominic,
clarinet;

Fallon House Theatre this summer by
the UOP Drama Dept.

George Nemeth, French Horn;
Donald Da Grade, bassoon) has been

delivery

released

Orion.

It

will

Novel I

and

the audience.
The question ol

[him covertly perform ans

ir.exira sensory percept i<

laudience to guess an od(
'een one and fifty, w

7:00 p.m.
9:1 5 p.m.

ferent digits, Kreskin wr«

7809 Etna
957-8926

Kramer vs. Kramer

1:00 p.m., 3:1 5 p.m., 5:1 5 p.m.,
7:30 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
The Rose
1:30p.m.,4:15p.m., 7:00 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
10
1 2:30 p.m., 2:45 p.m., 5:00 p.m.,
7:30 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
American Gigolo
1 2:30 p.m., 2:50 p.m., 5:05 p.m.,
7:25 p.m., 9:50 p.m.

Festival Cinemas
6436 Pacific Ave.
951-2163

1:30 p.m., 3:1 5 p.m., 5:00 p.m.,
7:00 p.m., 1 0:45 p.m.
1:40 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7:00p.m.,
9:30p.m.

r Trek

call for times

film unknown at press time)

be

available at the UOP Booksotre and
Tower Records.

Tuesday jFebruary 12
Art Department Exhibition; Gregory Kondos - UC Gallery - 9-5 p.m.
Late Registration (with.$ 10 fee)
Asian Alliance Carnation Sale - UC Patio - 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Campus
delivery

More art
An exhibition of ceramins and
paintings
by
Coodinator for

Wednesday, February 13

Bobbie
Altman,
the Stockton Arts

Commission, opened with, a 12 p.m.
presentation

Art Department Exhibition: Gregory Kondos - UC Gallery - 9-5 p.m.

by

the

artist

on

February 7 at the FOTAD gallery
located in the Department of Art

Last day to add classes

Regular gallery hours are Monday

No Registration after today
Late Registration (with $ 10 fee)

through Wednesday, 1-4, Tuesday
Thursday, and Friday 9 to 12, and

Asian Alliance Carnation Sale - UC Patio - 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Campus

Saturday, 12-2.

delivery

Hall to sing

Thursday, February 14
Art Department Exhibition: Gregory

Kondos - UC Gallery - 9-5

p.m.
Valentine's Day
Valentine's Dinner - All dininghalls - Reg. hours
Faculty Piano Recital: Vincent Marello - Conservatory Aud. - 8:15
p.m.
UCPC Film: "Battleship Potemkin" & "The Passion of Anna" - UC
Theatre-9 p.m.

All are welcome
Weekdays

W"

Newman House 7:1 5 a m.

Sunday Evenings

Morris Chapel - 8 p.tf]

Every Sunday at 7-no n ™
mem of Reconciliation (confer

?

atholic Sacra"

Religious singer Pam Mark Hall
will - perform at the Long Theater

Morris Chapel on an indiv^al hX 'S,fCelebratad at
uiviaual basis. If any student

at 8 p.m. on Feb. 22.
Admission
will be free. Passes can be obtain

wishes to participate in thic
time.pleasecallFr.SilvaatgsXoIsi6"*

ed at the UOP Electronic Store and
the Christian Bookstore.

Film society
The Stockton Film Society has
announced its schedule for the spring
of 1980. Films include The Harder

ai

[feature of his show,

6543 Pacific Ave.
477-0291

Dr. Zhivago

life of Jesus, will be performed at the

Asian Alliance Carnation Sale - UC Patio - 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Campus

wrists so nothing

can prove he uses assist

Valley Cinemas

Silent Scream

Van

by

his own hands nisi

Ostensibly, the assistant!

He then turned to I-

for

'Godspell'

Quintet

his wrists with both ha

Regency Cinemas

chairman of the Art Department at
Sacramento City College will be on

The first recording by the Pacific

Monday, February 11

of

(othe fact that Krcskiii I

1 2:00 p.m., 2:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.,
8:00 p.m., 1 0:00 p.m.

1 941

and Sunday evenings, at two week

<

Kreskin had each assist a

[reward of $20,000 to .

321 W. Yokuts Ave.
477-9325

Alien

Kondos,

view at UOP until Feb. 16.

r

•"

[the bag, dazzling both I

Sherwood Cinema

their fellow's work and meet with a

is Born, The Thin Man, and others.
All films will be screened Saturday

are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays.

Late Registration (with $10 fee)

Harry Mouth

s0

[assistants was ruled out,

faculty that is interested and knowl-

sity Center Gallery, where the hours
Sunday, February 10

•*£X.

sl'

kin pulled a full glass ol

call for times
call for times

Alien
Fury

They Come, Deliverance, A Star

Gregory

1 reading

the magic/mi'11
„ had conic to

their art. It is an opportunity to see

A.IB0UT TOWN
by

^quickly chang

down his sleeve.

Hammer Drive-ln Theatre

Pacific community.
With the All U. show Pacific stu

An exhibition of paintings and
Saturday, February 9

^equipH"

t

2:00 p.m., 5:00p.m„ 7:1 5 p.m., 9:10p.m.

volved in bringing its work to the

played to the audience reactions,
feelings, and at times even physically

drawings

9;20 p.m.

The Art Department is actively in

fullest.
It was quite evident that the cast

jncludinK

several times to prove

Midnight Madness (Disney) ^ ^ ?;2() pm

The All University Student Exhi
bition and the Faculty Art Exhibition
brought the Art Department's fall

«r"
e

L, bag tha. !»•

^all for times

Last Married Couple^ America

Friday, February 8
Art Department Exhibition: Gregory Kondos - UC Gallery - 9-5 p.m.

•f".
Show

kins

energy level to the audience.

Late Registration (with $ 10 fee)

: showhefnM".";
whose sn«
,
(>n
eared

IfS-

1 825 Pacific Ave.
466-4941

The Jerk

audience experience Godspell to the

caLenDQR

shows as they come up.

/ill

Stockton Royal Theatres

9

the Studio

theatre is extremely small, forcing the
first row of seats to sit literally on the
stage. The size and closenes factor
unquestionably aids in helping the

campus

be held in March.
The final production of the

Weekend Movie

Susan Gage, of the Uni

earth when Jesus came.
As are all winter term perfor

Alice Grube, David Kelly, Ronele
Kieran, Karen Malekos, Joseph

m

theatre process. Open auditions

There will be more about allofi
pany
In March the company

compete in this event.
The festival affords the oppor

so much color to the production was

proud of.
Godspell had no real distinct

• terested in becoming involved

Motor Inn." Dr. Sy Kahn willdi

versity of the Pacific, was chosen to

ception of the clown white make-up,
which appeared in the broadway ver

to represent the joy and happiness on

.

on

a

will be A. R. Gurney's "The Way,

scenes for the Irene Ryan acting com

was the

Klucznik and JAhn the Baptist played
by Bob Bejan. The remaining cast

h.

come out of thei

tunity for those of you who

&

in

the region were selected to perform

traditional clown attire, with the ex

sion. The clown attire which added

In April, six student-directed,

directing class and are a good

26

Oil

acts are scheduled for perform;
The "one acts

February

'""Siuidd

for the young actors involved.

.de UOP 3,^

productions, outstanding actors from

audience."
The costuming for the Pacific

the

canon and will be quite a chall,

England.
In addition to the fully mounted

everyone in the cast which aided in
bringing a true feeling.of joy to the

of Jesus portrayed by Kristophere

was four superb performances, all of
which the cast and crew can be vecy

Royal Shakespeare Company

"The Three Sisters" ^

determined to go ahead with

On

writing were offered.
Each pro
duction was followed by an informal
discussion led by Barry Kyle of the

Wolak

>II

rA•„
„

William
Theatre.

sharatopc —...

spring performance seh«lul.

in directing, scenic design and play

remembered as Mary of Magdilan or
the "vamp" explained that because

production of

IS

in

directed

major work in the Western the

for the

del play that opened the fall drama

StatinJf,/ rather ••
uoe .i»

The Drama Department

and UC Galleries will be

an°,h®r

The Newman House ie i
Cowell Health Center
r u °cated across from
mation, 951-0881.
'
" for additional infor-

•nt0

^»nd

February

J*

^ L I Rv
By PafrirL
Patrick Vfr>n<ktimll
McDowell

"**'

®

"

velopes, these critics said that it

cord and his check fyll to the ground.

changes in the audience's attitudes.

would have been easy for him to stuff

"I saw the cord open in her mind," he
told the crowd, stuffing the check in

lymous with extra-sensory per' on. or ESP. Yet despite his 86

a few up his sleeve (there were no
assistants holding his wrists this
time).

After the successful paycheck
hunt, Kreskin digressed from ESP to
demonstrate his powers of suggestion.

trmanees on The Tonight Show,

Then, the detractors continue, he

77 shows he does per year, and
''Continuing popularity of his syn-

, '.<reskin—the

name

is

almost

ed television show, "Kreskin's
|Kreskin has never been able to
I •y mind-reader, or merely a
•fed magician.

he told the audience. "There is only

put them on his ever-present note pad

tions as he beared the check? Kres

and read them off to the audience,
giving the impression he was reading
his subject's mind.

kin does pride himself on a heighten
ed sensitivity, which would certainly
make it easy for him to detect

the power of suggestion."
Explaining that hypnosis is not a
mind-altering phenomeno as its pro-

audience with his "powers," whether
magical or mental, by finding his

tic, but' rather a "mentalist,"

paycheck in the auditorium after it

;in showed UOP the thlents that

had been hidden by five members of
the audience.

allowed him to realistically bill

Allowing the audience to choose
among itself five members to hide the
paycheck, Kreskin retired to his

rst and middle names as "The
zing." His seventy minute show
e Conservatory on January 24
jeppered with light jokes, magic

dressing room under

Kreskin

nind reading.
Ireskin opened the show with a

number on a pad. Then Kreskin pro

c monologue, a feature he may

members of the crowd. "I don't have

fessed to be mentally projecting the

to hold the envelopes to my head to

number out to the audience.
. When he felt this teat had been

get mental signals," he said.

accomplished, he asked the audience
it they had been thinking of the num

held his note pad in front of him and
began to call out items from the slips

ber "37." An astonishing 70% of the
audience raised their hands to answer
affirmatively.

of paper, asking the corresponding

Though many in the audience
felt that this act was proof of

on the list, asking the person what

borrowed from Johnny Carson,
J appeared on 'The Tonight
I eighty-six times, more than
tie else, including Johnny last
*' he quipped.
hit he quickly changed his act to
nagic/mind reading format his
•nee had come to see.

Movie Gui:,

Reciting

Taking the stage again, Kreskin

writers to identify themselves. Kres
kin then recited the rest of the items
they meant to him.
An example

little known facts about the late

Kreskin's ability at telepathy, or

cian Harry Houdini, Kreskip

direct non-sensory communication
between two or more minds, some

Kreskin asked the crowd, "Does the

members of the audience said that
they had thought of the number "37"
only when Kreskin suggested that it

one here?"
A woman stood up. "You, miss.

might be the number
thinking.

you?" he repeated.

d two assisstants from the crowd
•lp him in performing one of
ini's old tricks.
howing the audience a black

Ibag that he turned inside out
il times to prove it was empty,
in had each assistant hold one

they

occured

when

word 'Venus' mean anything to any

'wrists with both hands while he

of suggestion, or making people
believe or do something by suggesting

signals," he said, looking down at his

tsibly, the assistants held Kres-

it to them, rather than true mental

(wrists so nothing could come

telepathy.

pad..."C-A-N," he began spelling,
"N-I-B-U-S." What does the word

Nevertheless, Kres-

ag, dazzling both his assistants
tie audience.

of ESP seems even easier to explain,
aid from his

ants was ruled out, largely due
Ifact that Kreskin has offered a
rd of $20,000 to anyone who

some

NMB VQE ECFMG FLEX NDB NLE

pay for the evening.
But Kreskin received his $2500
that night.

Csll Dsyt Evtnlnii a WMktndt

Guiding her with a

hankerchief held in his hand, Kreskin

(916)753-4800

led one of the five check hiders to a
window near the drapery. He vainly
searched the ledges and curtains
before he finally focused on the con
cealing drape.
He slowly pulled the drapery's

204 FSTREET

Educational Csntsr
TIST H2PA0ATI0N
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1SSS

DAVIS 95616

With Centers in More Than SO Malor U.S. Cities Puerto Rico, Toronto Canada 4 Lugano, SwitrerlaMt

Fir inlorauticn (bout ittiir ctnUri OUTSIDE N T. STATE CAU TOIL FIEE 0002211712

The woman stepped back. "It's
"Have you ever seen me before?"
he asked.

though it convinced the general

"No," she replied.

audience even more of his telepathic

The crowd applauded, and Kres

powers.
Giving each member of

kin moved on to the next person. But
though his reciting the names

the

Ic then turned to ESP, the star

names or street addresses, and to stuff

ESP, others discarded it as a basic

re of his show.

the folded pieces of paper into a few

magical trick.

nee to guess an odd number be-

GRE BIO GRE PSYCH MAT OCAT

the name of my cat," she said.

ya sensory perceptions.
Inviting the

If unable to

find his check, he would forfeit his

Kreskin was sent for.

strange

audience a small slip of paper,
Kreskin asked them all to write down
several one-word ideas, such as

irove he uses assistants to help
*®vertly perform any of his tricks

of a large drapery on one of the aisles.

Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST-n-TAPE,m facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
Small classes taught by skilled instructors.
Opportunity to make up misted lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.

'cannibus' mean to you?"
Given Kreskin's powers in the
field of magical illusion, his next act

'he question of

After a quick conference, the five
decided to hide the check in the folds

MCAT LSAT GNIAT
SAT DAT GRE

"It's my favorite planet," the

This seemed to point to the power

lis own hands inside the bag.

ulled a full glass of water from

watch add

waited tor the five people to hide his
check.

(corit. back page, col. 4)

What does the word 'Venus' mean to

were
i

woman replied.
"I'm getting

, his sleeve.

"There is no such thing as hypnosis,"

and aah" and other audience reac

.tating that he is not really a

lose show he frequently appears.

his pocket.
Or did he just notice the "oohs

Despite the critics, Kreskin
nevertheless continued to impress the

' f whether he is truly an extra-or-

come
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phenomenon or psychological phony?

Entertainment Editor

IS

1980

ie Amazing Kreskin

Cl>sychic

.,3.,

8,

"Venus" and "Cannibus" seemed to
many to be a feat of extraordinary

Arguing that Kreskin himself

envelopes that he provided.

i one and fifty, with two dif-

Kreskin then gathered the en

'i digits, Kreskin wrote down the

velopes and gave them to various

gathered the slips of paper before
giving them to the crowd

PIZZA Time I
THEATRE I
PRESEATf II

"35

THE GREAT ALL-AMERICAN PIZZA SHOW!
Starring Chuck E. Cheese!!!

SAVE TIIE WORLD FROIR
THE SPACE IRVRDERS.

3S

Come watch thecomputerammated antics of
Chuck E Cheese and
The Pizza Time Theatre
Players. Performing
to the delicious
tune of pizza, ovenbaked sandwiches,
salad bar. beer
and softdrinks

I1ICET THE
PLAYERS
Chuck E. Cheese —
Alias The Big C. Hes
Big Daddy and M.C.
of the Pizza Time Theatre.
Pasqually —Our
singing chef who announces
your order in his Italiano
accente Jasper T. Jowls —
The doggondest banjo
strummer and country singer.
He laughs at anything'
The Mopseys— The SoulJazz singing group
just in from a smash Eastern
Tour Mr. Munch —
The original pizza bandit
with a heart of dough.
Guest Stars —
f
Appearances by top
%,'
guest stars
|:I
such as Helen
Henny. Foxy
Colleen and
others Dolli Dimples
— At the piano
bar our singing hippo.
She II break your heart.

Play our exciting
electronic games and blast
them off the screen!
When you re good enough,
turn up the speed and
get ready for a real battle!

I
I
I

TV

"Hello, mom.

"I'm at the Amtrak Station,
the one near school.
"I'm taking the 'San Joaquin' home.
"No, it hasn't arrived yet, it's due in about two minutes.
"I'll be home for dinner.
' "With the fog so dense, and gasoline so expensive, I decided
to ride the 'San Joaquin' train, and take the trip the easy way.
"Here comes the train, right on time. See you soon, mom."

SPECIAL OFFER

10

* GOOD MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY*

Check our new
convenient schedule

FREE GAME TOKENS
Monday through Thursday are family
nights. Just bring in this whole ad and
you II receive 10 free game tckens
($2.50 value) for the PizzaTimeTheatre
Game Preserve.

Now there are two daily round trips
on Amtrak's "San Joaquin" trains. You
can save money by using the attached
coupon. Save gas, travel in comfort and
safety on the "San Joaquin." It's
here ... for good.
SOUTHBOUND
READ DOWN

It's delicious! We make it with choice
natural ingredients and feature twelve
different mouthwatering toppings.

CHUCK E. CHEESE S
FAMILY NIGHT SPECIAL
* GOOD MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY <

IQOO
AOff

On any large pizza.
Just bring in this whole ad.

DEPARTING FROM
(TERMINAL)

NORTHBOUND
READ UP

l:05p' 10:50p

7:00a

4:5Op

San Francisco
(By bus from
Transbay Terminal)

7:25a7:38a
8:08a
9:25a
9:55a
10:45a ,
11:20a
11:55a
12 noon
12:35p
l:25p
2:00p

5:30p
5:43p
6:13p
7:30p
8:01p
8:50p
9:25p
10:00p
10:05p
10:40p
11:30p
12:05a

12:40p 10:25p
Oakland
12:19p 10:04p
Richmond
11:50a
9:35p
Martinez
10:25a
8: lOp
Stockton
Riverbank (Modesto) 9:55a
7:40p
7:00p
Merced
9:15a
Madera
8:40a
6:25p
Fresno
8:05a
5:50p
5:40p
Fresno
8:00a
Hanford
7:25a 5:10p
4:15p
Wasco
6:30a
-Bakersfield
6:05a
3:50p

Tear off to the Bay and Central Valley

J

Financed in part by Caltrans

$5 return
coupon

I
I
I
I All passengers may travel round trip
I between San Francisco and Bakersfield
aboard the "San Joaquin," or between
I
selected cities served by Amtrak's "San
I Joaquin" trains, with this coupon for a
I regular priced one-way fare pius five
I dollars ($5.00). Children's fares will be
one-half the adult fare.
Present this coupon to your Amtrak
ticket office or authorized Amtrak travel
agent. Coupons must be presented at
the time of purchase and are good for
purchase of one or more discounted
tickets. Coupon^are redeemable only
during the period February 3 through
April 27, 1980, inclusive. Tickets must
be used for travel within 15 days after
purchase, excluding actual day of
purchase. Coupons are valid on the
"San Joaquin" (Trains 708, 709, 710 and
711) ONLY. No stopovers are
permitted. Tickets will be sold aboard
trains only if passengers' origin boarding
station is closed at actual departure
time.
,

Amtrak
Stockton
735 San Joaquin

The Pi

pac

ifi ca°

fh*r
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Baseball
winning

Basketball still
race
pCAA
in

Photo by David Ad"**'

as

Now 4-1 overall, 3-0 in league,
the men's baseball team has eome out
hitting. The four w ins were compiled
this last week as league play began
last Friday.
In last Friday's opener at Univer
sity of San Francisco, the Tigersdowned the Dons (USF) 8-4. Satur
day the Dons came to Stockton for a
doubleheader and were defeated 173, and 7-3. Winning pitchers were
Greg Unger, Dave Hoffmeister, and
Dan Swanson respectively.
Prior to Friday's game, UOP lost
to Stanford 5-1. in a non-conference
game.
Tuesday the Tigers faced U.C.
Davis at home and came away with a
9-5 victory after shutting-out Davis
for six innings. The winning pitcher
was Brett Watson.
In Tuesday 's game the Tigers had
5 earned runs, and 8 stolen bases.
Davis allowed 8 errors.
Today UOP meets Santa Clara at
home at 3:00 p.m. and tomorrow the
Tigers will travel to Santa Clara for a
doubleheader..
"Santa Clara has a new head
coach this year and we're not quite
sure what to expect, says Head
Baseball Coach Tom Stubbs. "II we
play like we did (this last week), we
should be able to hold our own
against Santa Clara.
The games
should be closer than the USF games;
a tighter situation."
After seeing his team play in
these few games, a few questions were
answered for Stubbs. »One such
example is pitching. This posed a
question for Stubbs prior to the
season.
"I was pleased with the pitching.
They did well for our first time out,
but we still need to get better as the
competition gets better," says Stubbs.
"I was really pleased with the hitting
also, I didn't anticipate that. I'm
pleasantly surprised with the

.

arsitv

basketball.

The men s varsity
e/lrt 4-3 in rL«A
team is now 500. * *
tion, and ll-l'l overall. ^ §anta
The Tigers travel i ^ they
Barbara last weeken
succeeded in obtaining

Tan.-") Bre

being most important.
"The team that improves

most will win the tournament;
Fiehtner. "There s really no cleat(

u playing

• ..•hi',
tgue, wl
Stanf'-d.
balanced."
Statetr'
Bi
Assessing the Tiger's team pXanJ0fp tyon"'"
"
aI

favorite because the league

impor-

Ith"11^

oely

right now, Fiehtner feels that a^
',980
feature is the inside game and Utet e"Pe
I season
play from the guards. He also ,J
ch Mark f7?B?
y
home
W,
' that the defense has been sohdfo^
, .ujiik
Dick Fiehtner, "We had lost
tn .
most
part
throughout
the
year.
"I
,
French
yS
to Long Beach State sort was
P ^
Fiehtner hopes for improveinJ^n,
hacMjgn' j
tant to see how it affectedItte
^ a
rs
r
n/\nricfnr>l — .1
!
^>|^y e
d new |
|a> •
though
of
a
more
consistent
reboJjhe
P
lente<
ta
made the road trip eve
j better ball
hall handlinghandling* Kj[%
j_.
VP'. jca|ly every thi
and
challenge because we needed a
ing
provement noticed already wou^ " P^erS is new
e
ady™
js stepping
the increased shooting percent,^
prenthing P°s
from the field and the free throw^
hea< I t-oac ili 1-S<
Last night the Tigers faced (]( ever
his Po'

tant road win.
"Santa Barbara
portant win for us,

;mHead Coach
very

Santa Barbara at home in anothft
Ban
<r
PCAA game.
The score »ai at ^ aSiS.anl '•"»<*
been an team for tn
unavailable at press time.
baseb3
recievi
The Tigers continue their
He w i
nS
LeaS"
for the PCAA title as they travel
Education tf
out Frencl
Long Beach State Saturday
Mickey.
time is 8:05 p.m.
ch Julie
4-v*1
(UOP had the road trip loss C0^
Mickey IS
Fresno State erased from their reeorijguard,
as a result of Fresno's "
for the PCAA championship ]

•
visitor's shooting re^cord; 66% for
the
fFichtner's
lcntnei s expectation:

Tiger baseball has opened the season with a winning streak 4-1.

One change that will be made
this season is the use of-the optional
limited substitution rule. The rule is
accepted by the Northern California
Baseball Conference, and UOP has
chosen to use it at home. The rule
allows a player to re-enter a game
only once.
The Tigers will put this rule into
effect at all of the home games.

After each weekend series, the
team will he choosing a "Player of
the Week." The player's name anu
picture will be posted in the
clubhouse. This week's player is Pat
Tobin. Tobin was batting 7 for 14
(.500), scored four runs, had 5 runs
batted in, walked 4 times, stole a
base, and hit a key homerun in
Friday's game.

one game at a time.
Fiehtner sees the conference
tournament at the end of the season

Swim

post

Tennis starts season
By Mark Ofsthun
Pacifican Staff Writer

According to Swi.n
Collet, the men's i
imming teams start
ason in pursuit ol h
ssful season. By a sue
jt was meant that ever>st times in confereiu
that some swimmers cpi
bason conference mi
ICAA meets.
The end ot the s<
1011th awav, (the swin
)een working lor 6 in
jesthat goal as realist it

This year UOP athletics seems to be in the process
of rebuilding, and Tiger Tennis is no exception. Both
the men and women finished low in both their respect
ive conferences, (the Women in the Northern California
Conference and the Men in the PCAA) last season.
Yet both teams expect to finish higher in their con
ference this season.
The men's team is young with the top six composed
of senior George King and five freshmen. Under
King's leadership Coach Marshall Reynolds is hoping
to build the freshmen into a strong contending team.
Their goal, said Coach Marshall, is to finish higher than
last year*and to use this year as a building block
as they try
qe-establish themselves in the league.
The women's team has considerable experience. All
of last years group returned plus the addition of
three talented player's. The team is led by senior
Debbi DuHamel, a Small College All-American last
year. She is joined in the top three by Tina Tseng,
a transfer from Cal Luthern who was also a Small
College All-American last year, and Lynda Woo a
freshman who was a high ranked junior in Northern
California.
This year's team is much improved but the league
and the schedule will be tough. The main competition
comes from Stanford and Berkeley. Also this is the
first year in Division I play and the transition will
be a challenge. The team has set its goals to finish
in the top three in the Nor Cal Conference. Coach
Gordon Graham commented, "I think we'll be exciting
to watch. We are tough competitors."
The team opens their season February 7th against
Cal State but they have their eyes on Stanford and the
Cal State Sacramento Tournament which features
many top schools including Stanford and BYU.
The men's team opens their season with a tournament
at Santa Barbara February 8-10.

karsiYr comment/
By Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sports Editor

Politics intervene in Olympics
Olympic games 776 B.C.- a Pan-Hellinic festival ot
athletic games and contests of choral poetry and dance.
Olympic games 1980-a political tool used to
demonstrate dislike of Soviet aggression.
It is disappointing to think that an event which
began in the purest form of competitiveness and enter
tainment has now become a political forum. Pawns in
this game of politics are the athletes who have trained
for years, put in great amounts of money, energy, pain
and joy, to achieve international recognition and now
at their expense, that opportunity may be lost due to in
ternational turmoil.
The fact that the Olympics may be boycotted as a
response to Russian aggression in Afghanistan is not
what is disheartening. I'm pleased that the U.S. is
taking a firm stand.
What is distressing though is that it had to come to
this. It is disappointing that the competition of athletes,
the pride of nations, had to contract a political han
dicap.
I find it depressing that athletes have come to carry
so much political status. The competition alone is a
burden, why unload international relations on their
already heavy shoulders?
But this political aspect is not something which has
come to being in 1980. Slowly as nations and
technology increased, it was only obvious that such a
supreme athletic event as the Olympics would get
caught in the running of political power.
It would be nice to see some decrease of political
dealings and more emphasis on the sport. Leave the
politics to the White House. May the future of Olym
pics see only Olympic officials in the games and not
those of the. government.
Olympic training camp 1982-Secret Service agents
train with American athletes at the Pentagon.
Olympic games 1984-American athletes competing
with other nations spend a minimum two hours every
afternoon in debriefing sessions. Athletes are escorted
by Secret Service agents to and from events, and par• ticipate with athletes. Coaching staffs consist of U.S.
President and his assistants, also known as the Cabinet.

,

11 finish on top.
"I hope that we „
It's still a possibilty. We're*!11 u»t,
says Fiehtner, ;'we just have to take

Pat Tobin, and UOP Coach Tom Stubbs.
strength. Our defense played ex
tremely well, and baserunning and
team speed was what 1 anticipated.
The biggest surprise to me was hit
ting, and 1 hope that it continues,"
adds Stubbs.
Strong points that Stubbs noticed
prior to season play was that of team
balance, team depth and team at
titude.
"The attitude of the players is
better than I've seen in years," he
says. "The closeness on trfe team will
help because- Everyone is pulling for
each other, not against."
Stubbs sees team goals as being
(1) finishing in the top three and win
the first half of league play, (2) stress
team concept, get away from in
dividuals, (3) stress the hit and run
game.
"A crucial factor tor the team is
to lend themselves to team and in
dividual goals." says Stubbs.

,

remainder of the'79 season are high.

Pictured above is

Golf:

Senior Guard Matt McGuire shoots from outside.
finally fell to Long Beach 92-78.

I think that we ha
I men and 3 or 4 worn
keomplish that goal.
[Everyone's gunning
The Tigers jneet. They hope t
nationals and do well
first we have to get then

Lady volleyer's win
"We're very happy to finish
fourth in the country," says UOP
Women's Volleyball Head Coach
Taras Liskevych. "I think our lack of
national tournament experience
showed, but I'm proud of our women.
This is a launching pad for our
program. We'll be back next year."

Coach Taras Liskevych »|^Attention U()l»
voted as the NorCal Coach of jumen'ssoccer team is
year; Jayne Gibson was placed infer and is now hold
Stockton Hall of Fame's Athlete daily from 3.5
'
the Month category; Patty Berg"tamural Field p'n't'i'*
USVBA All-American honors; iwuraged, no
experien
Nancy Lancaster is now an AB|he team W
'H he co
All-American. And they'll all beha^ther '—
•
. u;ams in North*,l«sUSFa„,,
next season.
Sl
I) the i 'llHre

experience and depth add to roster - expectations

Being stronger this year in depth
than in past years, the UOP men's
golf team hopes to be more com
petitive with the top teams in the
District 8.
Last season the squad finished as
one of the top 30 collegiate teams in
the country, and eight of the nine top
golfers from last season have re
turned, including Bryan Pini, three
year letterman; and Jim Rowse, 1979
Honorable Mention All-American.
"Pini and Rowse have displayed
that they can play evenly with
anybody in the west,' says Golf
Coach Glen Albaugh. "Both have a
good shot at qualifying for the NCAA
finals.
If the Tigers finish in the top six
in District 8 they move on to national
competition, therefore increasing
chances for the team to go.

tSPOR r

The team opened their season last
weekend at the UC Davis tour
nament. Jim Evans finished as the
top individual and UOP took top
team.
Today the team goes against UC
Davis, Stanford, San Jose, and
Nevada Reno at Davis at 12 noon.
Monday the team will participate in
the Silverado Invitational al

As an advantage to the team, a
different approach to preparation has
been taken; more practice time, and
more short game play.
"Based upon our first tourney I
feel that we've made progress," says
Albaugh. "I was impressed with the
consistency. We also have an added
strength in that our facilities in this
area are good and the
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arv 13, 11
provides variety."
it Wpc
"Our program has shown
improvement through the years, '
says. "We've had good schedule
great facilities, great support,®n jive C()()r pnn> N
continuity a coach brings tc toaek U 'na<"r and di
program over a long peridd of "'ha
And this could be the best of t'-of def(,n''u Position to
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Chinese Language
and Cultural Studies
CLCS offers:

Reasonable expenses Full university credit
Extensive course listing
Travel
\ Concentrated study in Taiwan
^Accepting applications for all quarters
For free pamphlet and counselingt
™ * Chinese Language & Cultural Studies
PO Box 15563
Long Beach, CA 90815
(213) 597-3361
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race Lady tigers take '79-80
season with enthusiasm
X,

February

Pacifican Staff Writer

M

Although playing in an exIremt -ly tough league, which includes
i i( Ikan Jose State, Stanford, Cal and USF
e
t |, UOP Women's Basketball team
, axpects to pull several major upsets
1 1
; during the 1980 season, according to
Head Coach Mark French.
I think we will have a winning
•
>ason," says
French. "We have al
^iStf<"ht r,j T"
'
the players back from last year and
X
, , l r , M.|
iome very talented new people."
w
\l!
t-.
1- .11
i
Practically
everything about
the
nng
th
lady
Tigers
is
new.
' , r e «Ui
'Rer1 fa lj French is stepping into his first
Hver head coaching position. Since
'Ml
Receiving his Political-Science degree
at UC Santa Barbara, French has
been an assistant coach forr the UOP
I
i. .11 ,„.,m
1... .... . r, 'heir L aaseball
team for 1the
past five
seasons. He will recieve his Masters
^-turday r
I n Physical Education this year.
Helping out French is assistant
' P loach Julie Hickey.
A 5-4 point
t
»uard, Hickey is a 4-year letter win

ner a t Stephen F. Austin University
where Women's Basketball is
dominant.
Complimenting
the
new
coaching stall are the Freshmen
recruits which include: Converse AllAmerican, Angie Altermatt (dubbed
as the finest women's player ever to
enroll at Pacific); All-State Sheri
Pates,
from
Walla
Walla,
Washington; Kim Lung, MVP for
Punahou High, Hawaii's State
Champions
last
season;
and
Sacramento Hall-of-Famer Karen
Jacobsen, who is also on the roster of
UOP's fourth-ranked Volleyball
team.
Among the bright new faces on
the Lady Tigers scene are seasoned
returnees, comprised of these qualitv
veterans:
All-League Karen Peets
who averaged 18 points last season;
Pam Fan who tallied 45 assists last
season; and Junior Sonya Monroe
who was tri-captain along with Peets
and Fan last season.

from outside.

According to Swim Coach Gor
ton Collet, the men's and women'sdimming teams started out their
:a.son in pursuit of having a sucisful season. By a successful season
was meant that everyone do their
:st times in conference meets and
(at some swimmers qualify for post
ason conference meets and the
'AA meets.
The end of the season only a
|onth away, (the swim teams have
n working for 6 months) Collet
•s that goal as realistic.
"1 thin 'lT that we have about 3 or
nen and 3 or 4 women that could
Itcomplish that goal,
says Collet.
Everyone's gunning tor that last
[eet. They hope to go to the
The Tigers
ationals and do well there. . . but
rst we have to get there.
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Andy Hughes and sophomore Peter
Uilrov joined the team as divers, and
Bruce I lardcastle, a former collegiate
Ail-American from UCLA, has
become a new assistant coach.
"The additons of the divers
helped us out as far as meets because
now we don't give away points that
we would if we didn't have a diver,"
says Collet. "The addition of an
assistant coach will be a big help next
year."
Co let t sees the key to success for
the swim teams now is to get people
to return next year and to recruit
people familiar with the small school
atmosphere and competition.
He
feels that his philosophy has changed
to the idea of getting swimmers who
don't feel uncomfortable at a small
college and that have national coals.

I SPORTS BRIEFS • SPORTS BRIEFS*

•Attention UOP women:
a
. d G>ach dbmen's soccer team is in it's second
, ,, placed-'ar and is now holding practices
. 1 I I l f 'j AtW^'ly from 3-5 p.m. on the 1 *Inj, i t t v ffcr;amural Field. Participation is ent ni , r . mraged, no experience necessary.
ie team will be competing against
i dl1
.iih'her teams in Northern California
v. >< tncV B
|,
,
ch as USF and Stanford.
I For more information come out
the Intramural field at the above
entioned time or come to the
feting February 13, 1980 at 7:00 in
oni 130 at WPC.

w

"We've been working more on
speed," says Collet, in contrast with
previous seasons. " We've done more
lifting (weight training) for the whole
season. We've combined a lot of run
ning and lifting. The workouts are
more intense and there's, more
pressure put on the workouts," adds
Collet.
The women's team is now 6-6
and Collet expects them to finish
somewhere in the middle ol the
league, which is the Nor-Cal Con
ference.
The men's team, which par
ticipates in the PCAA, is also expect
ed to finish somewhere in the middle
of the race. They are now 5- 6 .
Recent additions to the swim
teams have been in the form of divers
and an assistant coach. Freshman

hassho**
veaN
<h th«
thro"gn 1
I
•Hon Lynn, who served as defen„ :t 1 v e coordinator and defensive backs
)at 'h at UOP during the 1979 season
as left that position to accept the job
'
defensive backs coach at the
niversity of California Berkeley.
| Lynn was a contributing factor
[making last fall's Tiger defense the
°- 1 such unit in the PCAA in both
'erall defense and scoring defense,
hree of his players earned first team
t-L-PCAA honors.

•Merle "Muggs" Simon has been
•April 18 and 19 will mark the appointed to assist Coach Bill
"Tigers Aerial Circus," sponsored by McQueary with the UOP offensive
Simon replaces Coach Joe
UOP and the Central California line.
Conte.
Football Coache$ Association (CCSimons has been an assistant for
FCA). The "Circus" will be a foot
the past three years at San Francisco
ball clinic with emphasis on the
State. He is a 1976 graduate of
passing game.
Fresno State but played football two
The clinic is designed to talk
seasons at San Francisco State.
about different aspects of the passing
game such as passing offense and
• Free play hours in the gym. All
passing defense. It will be a learning
students, faculty) and staff members
experience basically for high school
welcome. Hours are: Mon.-Thurs., 7coaches.
10 p.m., so. campus gym; Fri., 8-1 I
Speakers at the clinic will feature
p.m., main gym; Sat. 1-5, main gym;
the UOP football staff and various
and Sun. 7-10 p.m. so. campus gym.
guest speakers from'the CCFCA and
Bob Lee, now a member of the Los
Angeles Rams of the National Foot
ball League.
Lee is UOP's fifthleading all-time passer and threw for
18 touchdowns in two seasons.
Pre-registration for members of
Monday 11
the CCFCA is $10; non-members
$12. The price at the door for mem
bers is $ 12; non-members is $ 15.

e education.
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^.BIGGER STRONGER FASTER

Pumping iron...spring workouts have begun.
weight room which was designed this season.

Pictured above is the Tiger football teem

Tiger weight room; building
bodies; building future teams
says Bauer.
ball team will start their "full inten
Bigger, stronger, faster...These
"I really feel that the weight sity"
program,
and
following
three words epitomize the Tiger
room is a good facility," says Fresh- February 20, all the coaches will
athletic football weight room.
mafrTackle Marcus Perro. "When I spend time working with the players
The UOP weight room has been
came here as a recruit I was really
described as "one of the best equips
in the weight room.
impressed by the machinery. I think
"We at UOP believe that through
ped collegiate weight rooTns in the
that it (weight room) was an added dedication, intensity and hard work
• country." It is currently equipped
incentive in my decision to come to an athlete is able to improve his
with 4200 pounds of Olympic
UOP," adds Perro.
strength and size." —UOP Football
weights and 9 of the new and modern
Beginning February 4, the foot
Training Handbook.
Nautilus machines.
The football coaching staff has
chosen both the free weight exercise
and the Nautilus program to "insure
Dave Yoder's Sport Equipment Rental
a complete weight program involving
409 W. Fremont St., Stockton
endurance, strength and flexibility."
With the financial aid of Boosters
464-4501 or 464-4483
and general community support,
Warm snow boots for children
Inexpensive Rentals:
approximately $35,000 Was put into
Ski racks
Cross country skis, boots and poles for adults and children
the jrenovation of the weight room
Single and double sleeping bags
Toboggans for family fun
this past year.
The design was engineered pri
10% off regular rental rates with this ad
marily by Defensive Line Coach
until March 31,1980
Frank Bauer with the help of Inside "
i
Linebacker Coach Mike Haluchak.
"When I was hired last January
one of my jobs was to build this"
PREPARE FOR THE
weight room, add to it, and in doing
that, add to it stlme of the newest
equipment made in order to get eP '
maximum weight training^rogram,"
says Bauer.
The coaching staff performed a
Call Days Evenings a Weekends
study, including pre-tests and posttests, on the new weight room to
(916)753-4800
204 F STREET
determine efficiency. Results showed
DAVIS 95616
an increase in strength of 35-40%
Educational Center
over previous programs.
Twenty
TEST PREPARATION
seven players were lifting 300 lbs, or
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
more, a capacity of which only seven
players had reached before.
• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
The purpose of this diligent
(weekends.
F o-jtow hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff
planning and research is to build
e Complete TEST-n-TAPE,m facilities for review of
bigger, stronger, mobile and flexible
class lessons and supplementary materials,
e Small classes taught by skilled Instructors.
individuals,
while
increasing
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
methods of injury prevention and re• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
'habilitation. (It has been found that
updated by researchers expert In their field.
e Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
the larger players are more resistant
any of our over 80 centers.
to injury).
"Our freshmen now will be
For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad
bigger and stronger as seniors than
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1712
those players that are seniors now,"

GMAT

THE IJCPC WEEK
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Cultural Awareness Presents
"Four Teachers"

UC Theatre

7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 12

Cinema Presents
"Stroszek" by Herzog

UC Theatre

9:00 p.m.

Wednesday 13

PWE Mini-course
Backpacking equipment

WPC 119

7:30 p.m.

Rathskeller Entertainment
The Dating Game

at the Rat

8:30 p.m.

UC Theatre

9:00 p.m.
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"Our strong points are defense,
quickness, eagerness, and en
thusiasm," savs French. "I believe
we have the physical skills to have a
winning season: what we need to
work on is the mental aspect of the
game." French goes on to explain
that the girls have problems believing
they can "do it" because the team is
so young and the program is not yet
strong.
"We need to focus on the game,,
play hard and not worry about the
outcome," continues French. "But
that will come with time."
That time may by drawing near.
The Tigers raced past Santa Clara
last Saturday 75-43 in Santa Clara,
making their season record 12-7.
Leading Pacific was Sonya Monroe
with an impressive 21 points. Peets
and Jocobsen both scored 11.
Coach French encourages the
Pacific population to come out and
watch the Lady Tigers: they play an
"exciting brand of basketball."

wim teams improving, looking
to post season competition

1980

Photo by Laura Russell

By Tammy Brecht
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Thursday 14

Cinema Presents
"Battleship Potemkin" & "The Passion of Anna"

another
\
*
=5

^^rer

And all this week

programs
council event

Sign-up now

the Art Committee
presents
oil paintings by Greg Kondos.

for the pinball and video tournament
..sponsored by
the UCPC Recreation Committee

Help Wanted: Be a chairperson for the Council. It's great for your resume and your ego too. Please, feel free to take a seat in the Cen ter.

The p,cif vpaCi^February
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Faraday Hall on the University
of the Pacific South Campus will be
renamed Olson Hall at a 10:30 this
morning.
President Stanley E. McCattery,
announced that the building the
houses the Physics Department is
being named in honor ot Winifred
Olson Raney of Turlock, a 21-year
membere ot the UOP Board of Regen
ts whose contributions to the univer
sity
have
included
the
funds
necessary for renovation of the
building for use by the Physics

A three part course qualifying
the participants for the Red Cross cer
tificate in basic sailing is available
this semester.
Scheduled as part of the con
tinuing education program at UOP,
the course will begin with an in
troduction to sailing lecture on
Saturday, February 9. Items to be
covered include sailboat types and
classes, preparing to cast off, points
of sail underway, sailing theory,
tacking and sail trim, rules of the
road and capsizing. There will be
nine hours on Delta waterways, in
addition to the lecture. Ron Hines
will be the instructor.
The second part will deal with
intermediate sailing, with the lecture
on Saturday, March 8, and another
nine hours of practical experience.
The third phase will be a workshop
on Saturday, April 12, dealing with
sailboat racing techniques, first aid
and artificial respiration.
For more information on this
program contact the UOP Office of
Continuing Education at 946-2424.

Department.
The
building
was
named
Faraday Hall when it was occupied
by Delta College several years ago.
When Delta moved in 1974, UOP
purchased the property that has since
been developed as the Sout Campus
of Pacific.

from a different country.
They
generally spend at least several hours
a week together, talking or doing
some other activity.
The foreign students have an op
portunity to improve their conver
sational English, while both partners
gain a greater understanding of the
other's country (as well as their own).
This is the program's third
semester at UOP. Last semester we
were pleased to have over 50 parti
cipants. Although we expect that the
program will be used mostly by
students, it certainly is not limited to
students.
The first meeting for this
semester is at the office in WPC 110
on Tuesday, February 12, at 7:30
p.m.
The College of the Pacific
Association (COPA) has taken steps to
qualify
Administrative Assistant,
Naomi Coppock as a certified notary
public.
Any UOP student who has some
document that ret)uires his or her

The Conversation Partners Pro
gram is a conversation sharing pro
gram involving U.S. and foreign stu
dents. American students are paired
with another UOP student who is

University students recognized
Several UOP students received
awards for their work that was part
of the recent 15th Annual All Univer
sity Student Art Exhibition.
,
Awards varying from cash prizes
to certificates were presented to 17
students.
Lyn Smith of Stockton received
awards in jewelry and photography,
Kim Howard of Sacramento was
honored for work in painting and
design, Belinda Misali of Cincinnati
received two awards in drawing, and
Peter Putnam of Lebanon was
honored for work in sculpture and
ceramics.
Other honors went to Rob Brzezinski of Sacramento in ceramics,
Audrey Umeda of Honolulu in
design, Kathryn Michele Hayes of
Chatsworth and Elena Brewer of
Stockton in photography, Zoya
Bryner of Stockton in sculpture and
Kevin Araki of Garden Grove and

Kim Machamer of Ventura in paint
ing.
Also, John Anderson of Fresno in
instrumental drawing, Martino Hoss
of Salinas, Opoku Acheampong of
Ghana and Melissa Harris of Ripon
in drawing, and Irene Perkins of
Stockton and Suzi Cecil of Willows in
print making.

Three graduate students at the
School of Pharmacy have been selec
ted for scholarships of $ 1,500 each
from the Achievement Rewards for
College Scientists Foundation (ARCS)
of Northern California.
Mark H. Berman and Robert A.
Louie, both of Los Angeles, Gary P.
Hamilton of LaMirada and Andrew
A. Lettes of New York City will for
mally be presented with their awards
at an upcoming luncheon in San
Francisco.

Berman is working in the '
physiology-pharmacology area in the
study of how cocain stimulates the
central nervous system of selected
animals.
Lettes, also in the
physiology-pharmacology field, is in
terested in the influence of sex hor
mones on the production of certain
compounds in animals.
Hamilton,
studying
phar
maceutics, is concerned with blood
clotting therapy in intravenous
systems. Louie, also in the phar
maceutics area, is studying the dosing
quantities of digoxin, a heart
medication for the elderly.
The ARCS Foundation is a
national non-profit organization of
women volunteers devoted to the
support of future scientists.
It is
dedicated to the cause of promoting
advancement
of
science and
technology by providing scholarship
funds for top college science students.
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Judith M. Chambers, has been elec e

sday and F"d y

egional vice president of jhe
National Association of Student Pen
sonnel Administrators.

Mrs. Chambers, who has been in
volved in student personnel work^
UOP for the past seven years.
direct the activities of the association
for Region Six, which includes Callfornia, Guam and Hawaii. She is the
first woman elected to a Region Six
vice president slot in the history of the
association, which is organized with
a vice president in charge of each of
the seven regions of the United States.
The UOP official, a member of
the national organization since 1973,
was voted to the regional vice presi

on Saturday.
p m . on

involved
.

University of
- the
— •Paejf
«ci|,k . "
F a t her Robert Silva, Catholj,
^i)
•
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c ,f scientists
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Cowell Health Center.
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Giuseppe Verdi's four-act
"
r e V raled n
"Otello" will be broadcast on Sati V est'S a t l , r S t h t . repro
day (February 9) on KUOP-FM, f u l i n o n t h s hit
Scheduled for 11 a.m. aspan
^rc Medical S
the Texaco -Metropolitan OdJiibf s ' y . h e growing
Radio Network, the program isjdd* 1
, m a r jjuana
a series being heard weekly Jn«'king ° ltljng to th

"

ry

adults
h

work has beenys>
t h r o u g hout the U.S., and she
piece tt^f;
w o n niat
f i r s t p r ize for a day ;
won
21st annual Unitarian Fall Arts Festi
val.

computer system have resulted in a
computer sy
__
backlog of Law School Data Assem
bly Service (LSDAS) reports to law
schools. L a w schools have been maue
aware of the problem fhrough
frequent updating on the status of the
processing schedule.

Wood
Prominent California historian
Richard Coke Wood, a former direc
tor of the Holt Atherton Pacific Cen
ter, died December 15 in Stockton af
ter a lengthy illness.
Dr. Wood, who was proclaimed
"Mr. California" by the State
Legislature for his vast knowledge of
California, was 73. He retired from
the University in 1976, after serving
for seven years as director of the HoltAtherton Pacific Center For Western
Studies and nearly 25 years as a
professor of history.
Wood was born in Cement,
Oklahoma and later moved to
California.
He graduated from

--V
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Applications for ASUOP Cinema
director are available in the ASUOP
office, 946-2233. The completed ap
plications must be in by March 7.
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Happy

Norman
Dr. Charles B. Norman, Emeritus
Professor of Economics, died on
December 25, 1979.
A memorial
service was held in Morris Chapel
during the Christmas vacation.
Dr. Norman taught Economics at
Pacific from 1938 until 1970,when
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he

Bishop High School in 1923 and
earned B.A. and M.A. degrees from
UOP and a Ph.D. degree from USC.
In addition to his duties at
Pacific, he served on the faculty of
Delta College, and its forerunner,
Stockton College, for several years.
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*New Menus
MALL

Nightly from 4:30 PM
Hot Daily Special
Entree, Salad, Bread, Beverage

2.55

Home-made Soup

.70

Plus The Regular Fast-Food Menu

RATHSKELLER

Nightly From 6:30 PM—9:30 PM

Choice of Two (2) Salads
Tossed Green Salad

{i

new:

French Fries - In Basket

.60

Tossed Green Salad Deluxe
With Mushrooms, Cheese, Sprouts

.85

Q

j r

served

Hot Submarine Sandwiches
A Basket With Le„uce,
ao

80
^ ^

Polish Sausage & Sauerkraut

Choice of Two (2) Soups
Soup du Jour

.70

French Onion Soup Bowl au Gratin

1.20

French Fries - Small

.55

Assorted Pizzas

*MEAL TICKETS GOOD UNTIL 9:30 PM
*LATE EVENING SNACKS 9:30—10:30 PM
FTV

^ce ^ream Desserts
X V'} / Fresh Fruit & Cookies
bx

NEW!

2.20
2.40—5.90
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Marijuana- 'Bummed out'
given EEGs to 43 "typical" teenagers, who had been
high at least twice a week for the previous four months,
but who had not smoked pot for 48 hours preceding the
test.
The results: all 43 EEGs, like Steven's, were
markedly immature" and indicated difu.se brain im
pairment.

from Reader's Digest
Editor's note: Guest views do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the Pacifican staff '
v

Scientists from around the world are sending

ntt.

' KU()p Instigators revealed more evidence of marijuana's harmeproductive sv
system.
'' til effects on the reproductive
»• M 'r''P«>1m.
it
'bree months later, at a conference at New York
the nr.® dn University Medical School, scientists ind psychiatrists
' '^raitij.
•
I
"tldtied to the growing list of dangers caused by chronic
> (noking of marijuana.
I
/, I

Responding to the startling evidence;, the House of
" s Mepresentatives Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse
'dra, nd Control began hearings on the health havarrk
hazards ,.f
of
bari
, /'""e larijuana in July! Rep. Lester Wolff (D^N.Y), Chair' rris mlan of
-- the committe, said: "The United States is the
aft t
,enorMost pervasive drug-abusing nation in history. And our
l,|ndiw|ost pervasive illegal drug of abuse
is marijuana.
al
''
91.3
'11 3 Jii
i iiting the latest (1978) national drug-abuse survey,

ill

hate

sta'l(inolfolff noted that one in nine high-school seniors was
Radio Neh,- -. noking pot on a daily or near daily basis; an almost 80ercent increase in three years' time; that pot smoking is
fcw common among junior-high students; that evidence
idicates pot smoking among 8- to 12-year-olds is ineasing.
Of all th£ effects of marijuana, its impairment of the
ain and its harm to the reproductive system post the
•eatest threats. Pot has an affinity for the brain and the
ix organs. Marijuana's 61 cannabinoids, substances
! fund exclusively in the cannabis plant, are soluble in
it. These are attracted to the body's fatty organs, where
jev remain, only gradually clearing from the body. As
le researcher put it, "When the high is gone, the pot is
It."
The principal psychoactive, or mind-altering, canIhinoid is delta-9-THC. It has been traced radioacant'
ta'ces ^'ve to e'ghl days for just half the
Ij^b-%4-"
'
SHU in a single marijuana cigarette to clear from the

Neurologist William H. Stuart of Atlanta, Ga., reports
the case of a 28-year old 'building subcontractor who
smoked pot daily (but took no other drugs and drank only
beer). After five years, he would look at blueprint, walk
over to his workmen and forget what to tell them.

Happy
\/

V

aieniine

Day

i rf

Jdy.
\
I One organ that contains a large amount of fat is the
jiman brain. The testes and ovaries also have high fat
Intents. What does marijuana buildup in these organs
?
One psychiatrist researching this area is Dr. Robert
""•jcilkeson of Cleveland, Ohio. In 1976, a tall, handme teen-ager came into his office. Formerly a good
udent, Steven complained of poor grades and ditJulties in concentration and memory. "Everything I
led to like has become a drag. Even chicks. I feel
immed out all the time."
| Dr. Gilkcson discovered reversed d's and b's in the
lung man's handwriting-a classic finding in learning

"He stopped smoking pot two years ago," savs Dr.
Stuart. "But his short-term memory has not improved c(t
all. He has lost his business. And now he's working for
another subcontractor-hammering nails."
Clinicians who see human results like this are as con
cerned as the researchers.
Dr. Mitchell Rosenthal,
president of Phoenix House Foundation (which runs a
residential-treatment program for drug abusers),
represents the findings ol many drug therapists when he
says: "Most of the time, when kids stop smoking pot,
they will regain what short-term memory they have lost.
But I've also seen cases of kids who were chronic users, or
who combined pot with another drug, where there was
no subsequent improvement."

Classified
Advertising
VAKNE

PRESCRIPTION

sunglasses on athletic field, middle Januars.
Call Brian Merrill, 948-8610.

o

DELTA GRAPHIC SUPPLY COMPANY
Catalog and direct sales. Call 466-0201.
WANTED:

DIRECTOR

NEEDED

IN

COPA , for spring facultv/courso evalua

LUSTRIUM
ONLY

$68.95
I'RoMO'HnN DAYS

tions.

$3.10/hr.

Contact COPA office

Mon.-Fri.. 1-5, Bonn. 107,94(1-2304.
CUITARIST OH PIANIST WANTED TO
play at Amateur Night on Feb. 20. Call
Cindv, 946-2233.
MENlWomen!

JOBS ON SHIPS!

cellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer jof>
Send $3.00 for information.

SEAFAX, Dept. C-13

.40-

.4 90

Ameri

can. Foreign. No experience required. Ex
or.career.

Box

2049, Port

Angeles, Washington 98362.

JOSTEH'S NATIONALCOLLEGE RING WEEK
The one .y„b». of y'
throughout the rest of your c
choose it. Your Josten's repre=c..-o
t,he following days with the full nne
college rings.

Josten,g

4

PLACE

UOP Bookstore

TIME

10:30-4:00

University^Booli Star©
Ualnrrty Center • Stocks, CA *5*U "

ARE NOW

BEINO

weekend hours, as well as working one
evening during the week. Students should
be familiar with the University campus and

See Josterts (*OI

Feb. 14 & 15

APPLICATIONS

taken for University Center Night Managers
for 1980-81. The position will require some

.,) RINGS in 10K and UK. NEW LUSTRIUM now $68.95
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A Valentine's Note

Drink of the week

How do I love Thee?
Let me count the ways.
I love the decor on your side of the room,
The orange and purple don't clash ;
But the posters of CHEAP TRICK and LED ZEP
PELIN II
Really give it that one touch of class.
I simply adore all your laundering habits,
With undies drying out on the line-.
But remember to hide them when neighbors come
by
So they don't think those pink ones are mine!
I admire your religious devotion to study,
No student comes close, not a mite!
But could Mass be said sooner than 3.-10 A.M.?
And for God's sake, just turn out that light!
I marvel at the way you can party till dawn
and chug down a pitcher of BUD.
But don't come home sloshed with a hat on your
head,
You always look like Elmer Fudd.
I hope by my praise of your asinine ways
I have helped you to line up a date.
Just remember that THAT is what good friends are
for,
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY, Dear Roommate!!!

— Must be a full-time student
-Must have completed college journalism course with
a 'B' grade or better
-Come to The Pacifican office or call 946-2114
-Applications due March 7

FOUND:

>0

wot bacero lOv)

"Apple Jacks"
6 oz. Apple Juice
I'/i oz. Jack Daniels
lee
Place in a tall glass and stir.
For

a

hot,

spieey

version:

6 oz. Hot Apple Cider
I'/i oz. Jack Daniels
1 cinnamon stick
Pour into a thick mug and enjoy.
This drink is brought to you by a
couple of light weights in Southwest.
It is the perfect drink for hot days or
cold winter nights. It even makes a
great breakfast beverage. We guarantee
it will put fire back into your morning.
For those of you who find these
drinks too weak, stay tuned....THe
Pacifican is working on a deal with the
SYM for some real drink of the week
columns.

By Tammy Brechl
February 6, 1980
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RECRUITERS OlN CAMPUS
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Editor-in-Chief

i Because ol his work with Steven, Dr. Gilkeson emirkecl on a study that is still in progress. He has thus tar

>o

problcw\ fro youv Te_y.Tl

CoruTq.tved. apis 0re4.se base -

for 1980-81

aken that he agreed.
J In eight weeks his EEG was notably better, though
it yet normal. "But," saitl Pr. Ipilkeson, there was
al improvement in Steven's grades, in his mood,
eniory, humor and speech patterns.
Encouraged,
even agreed to go for another two potless months-after
hich the EEG report read: "Within normal limits for

80

fhenz j^ cclow

Applications Now Being Accepted

labilities.
He suggested an electroencephalogram
IEG), a brain-wave test. The report came back: "Abirmal EEG. Diffuse encephalopathy process [brain
kpairment]. Markedly immature for age.' His brainave readings were typical of those of,a 6- to 8-year-old.
I Steven had admitted being a chronic (usually defined
daily or near-daiH) pot smoker. The psychiatrist adled him to give up pot for two months. Steven was so

v .- JH

Dear S i r ;

These monkeys hail been exposed to the smoke of two
to . three "monkey-sized" marijuana cigarettes (onelourth ol an average human joint) a day at three-percent
THC. "Good pot" sold on the street today has three- to
six-percent THC.
Said Dr. Heath, "The smoke of one monkey-sized
joint produces the same blood level of THC in the
monkey as a hulman gets in his blood after smoking a
'human-sized' joint of the same THC strength.
By checking blood levels, researchers can ascertain
so-called 'human equivalencty doses' for monkeys and
for all other animals."
Result: the monkeys' brain cells showed striking
Structural changes, including abnormal deposits of
opaque material in-and a widening of-the synaptic cleft
between neurons. "This," said Dr. Heath, "may cause a
slowing down or interruption in the movement of brain
messages."
There was also an abnormal clumping of the small
sacs in the endings of nerve cells that contain the
chemical activators of the brain, plus a significant in
crease of foreign matter in the nerve-cell nuclei. All ol
these conditions are associated with brain impairment.
At an earlier conference, Dr. Heath noted the
rapidity of these changes: "Clinical observation in
dicates that people might drink for years before serious
brain damage occurs. But it would seem from the
monkey studies that you have to use marijuana for only a
relatively shor time in moderate to heavy use before
evidence of brain damage begins to develop."
One ol the symptoms reported bv chronic- pot
smokers is impairment of short-term memory.

By Tom Willie

Leonard Nimoy of Star Trek

Dr. Robert Heath, chairman of the department ol
neurology and psychiatry at Tulane Medical School,
showed the Reims symposium slides of magnified brain
cells from the limbic area of Rhesus monkeys. (The lim
bic area-directly involved in control of sec drives, ap
petites, emotions-is very similar in man and Rhesus
monkeys.)

ling
from around the world are sending
«i,
Scientists rrom
earning signals to the millions who smoke marijuanamounting evidence indicates that pot smokers may be
inwittingly damaging their brains, and decreasing their
•hances of conceiving and producing completely healthy
offspring.
! These warnings have emerged from recent
: , therings of scientists reporting on their latest research.
a
han. n July 1978, at the International Symposium on
Marijuana held in Reims, France, some 50 researchers
rom 14 countries presented new studies about
narijuana s injurious effects on reproduction, lungs,
lellular metabolism and the brain.
In March 1979, at a conference in Virginia sponored by the National Institute on Drug Abu
use, m-

(xl for I I .
a
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Dead Letters

have some leadership experience. For more
information, contact the University Center
Director's Office.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Birthright of
fers free confidential services including
pregnancy

testing

problems you have.

and

help

with

any

'We care about you.

Call Birthright 464-4173.
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Iranian
marriages

Mounting conservation
underway

(CPS) - Recf"' attempts bv
Immigration and Naturalization *
vice (INS) to track down and deN
o u t -of-status"
Iranian natj0
in
this
country hav,.
studying
sparked
an upsm-g^
parently
Iranian marriages to Americans
Ali Parvaneh and Jenann $e||
both University of Florida
Not %
were married Nov. 29
cidently Parvenah, an Iranian,^
scheduled to appear.the next day
a deportation hearing in ]acksjJ

(cont. from page I)
remains in the pipes and is dissipated in the atmosphere
rather than used." Morton, grins, "Shower with a friend,
as the saying goes."
Drafty windows, cracks, and other such building
problems should be reported to the Physical Plant office.
Morton stressed that problems cannot be dealt with
unless they are known. "It is going to take years to make
all the little quick-fix repairs, but if everyone points out
the problems, we win know which ones to react to im
mediately and which ones can wait."
Electricity bills can be greatly reduced according to
when appliances are used. As showli in Tables 1A and B,
there are three rate schedules, based on the time of day
electricity is used. The cost, for example, of 10 students
running 1,000 watt blow dryers for six minutes a piece
would cost $2.54 during the on-period as compared with
$.03 during off peak.
"What we pay for energy," emphasizes Morton, "is
greatly determined by how and when we use it. If we
waste, we are going to pay dearly for that waste. If we
use energy at the wrong time of day, we are going to pay
dearly."
Morton has joined in a cooperative effort with

the

Financial Vice President, Robert Winterburg, to set up as
incentive program. Student, Lauri Beyer, had suggested
at the December 5 Budget Hearing that perhaps students
could be encouraged to conserve by setting up a program
in which a rebate of funds saved by conservation could
be seaside for the library. No definite proposal had been
madei but Morton is carefully exploring the many
possibilities.
At this point, hpwerver, conservation is needed just
in order to keep balanced budgets and to prevent further
hikes in tuition. A lot of savings would be necessary in
order to come up with any kind of surplus, though Mor
ton thinks such a savings is possible.
Meetings with the Organization of University Resi
dents, the Head Residents, Resident Assistants, and
* various campus groups have been organized in order ot
pool the efforts of all. Black-outs have been suggested as
a possible means of saving energy.
Morton points out that a conservation program is, of
course, a voluntary effort. "We are dependent on the
response received by students. Really what I am asking is
the cooperation of everyone to join in the spirit of this
program. Everyone benefits from the savings...So "do it"
on Sundays, it's cheaper."

oi

is

ville.
Under immigration law a#
foreign national who marries
American citizen is elegible f0r ^
manent visa. .
While Parvaneh had ^
engaged to Self since March hisf^
of
deportation "pushed"|
newlyweds' plans forward. J
prosecutors attempted to deport Pa,. hrU & W
vaneh when it was discovered thatb,
had not been a UF student si^
spring quarter. Parvaneh claii
that the UF registration office his
made a mistake in his records, a,
that he had actually been atteni
classes throughout the summer.

Kreskin continued
cont. from page 5
peratures and suggested the room
ponents claim, Kreskin stated that he
was hot. After counting to three,
could make people perform acts that
shivering was replaced by fanning,
could only be carried out in a hypno
and the individual who had covered
tic trance—but that his subjects
his head peeled off his coat, then his
would be fully conscious.
sweater.
Asking for volunteers, thirtyAs he began unbuttoning his
three people descended upon the
shirt, Kreskin snapped his fingers,
stage. Kreskin claimed that he once
making the room temperature "nor
laid Johnny Carson's head on one
mal" again.
chair and his feet on another,
Although the affectations of the
suggesting to him that by the time he
people
supposedly under Kreskin s
counted to three, Carson s body
sway appeared to be very real, it is
would be as straight and stiff as a
likely that only a few were open to
board between the chairs.
every
suggestion and that many more
Kreskin counted to three, and
were
merely
acting, hoping to stay on
Carson became immobile. To prove
a
longer
period of time. "I
stage
for
how stiff Johnny was, Bette Midler
asked
this
guy
sitting
next to me if he
sat on his stomach. Carson and Kres
was faking it," one of the volunteers
kin held a conversation during this
said after the show, "and he said,
performance, intending to prove that
'Yeah, but I wanna stay on stage."
Carson was not in a hypnotic trance.
Kreskin said that the power of
The thirty-three volunteers took
suggestibility
was used by some of the
their seats. Kreskin went through a
Pictured from left: Steven Cullman; Norman Askew; Stephen Scallin; and Robert Waugh
greatest "leaders" of this century, in
series of preliminary tests, suggesting
cluding Adolf Hitler and the Rev. Jim
that the group would be unable to
Jones. He said that it does not reclose their outstretched hands, or stop
quire telepathic powers to succeed,
shaking their flopping arms, etc., un
til he so ordered.
These proved to be weeding-out
exercises, where people unresponsive
The Central Committee for Conto his suggestions were told to leave
scientious Objectors has announced
stage. One girl was slow in rising.
that they are registering individuals
Hired were 27 year old Steven ployed as both a Police Cadet Officer
"Get
off the stage," he screamed at
and
Police
Reserve
Officer
by
the
who are opposed to participation in
By Sue Keenom
Cullman, presently a Griminal Justice
her, covering his microphone. "Get
the military.
Managing Kditor
major at San Joaquin Delta College, City of Lodi Police Department.
off the stage right now!" The girl ran
Scallin, who is also single, was
Larry Spears, director of CCCO's
Robert Waugh, 20, also a Criminal
off in tears. Kreskin turned to the
the Supervisor of Security for the
Youth and Conscientious Objection
At a recent meeting with the Of .Justice major at San Joaquin Delta
audience and smiled.
Campaign, says,"The need for young
fice of Student Life and Head College, and Stephen Scallin, 25, who-" local J.C. Penny Company until
Cutting the original thirty-three
recently.
people to go on record as conscien
Residents, Norman Askew, Director has his B.A. degree in Criminology.
volunteers to a more co-operative
Scallin and Waugh entered the
All three of the new officers have
tious objectors to war has never been
of Public Safety formally introduced
twelve, Kreskin continued his show
Criminal Justice Training Center in
greater than it is today."
the three new police officers that consideralbe work experience.
Modesto on January 31 to complete with the most responsive people. He
Cullman who is married and has one
According to Spears, "There is a
have been added to his force.
their Police Academy Training before told them that the room was freezing,
very
real possibility that Congress
Their appointments were the child, was a Campus Police Officer
they are placed into sevice. and some began to visibly shiver.
will
pass
a bill, after the 1980 elec
result of a rash of security problems for Modesto Junior College and also
Cullman, who completed his Chattering teeth seould be heard, and
on campus last fall, including a rape worked for the City of Mantece
tions,
requiring
the mandatory
academy training in 1976 has one person pulled his coat over his
in the Townhouses and the beating of Police Department.
registration
of
young
people with
head as if keepin^his ears warm.
Waugh, who is single, was em-, already started on his new job.
a campus police officer.
Selective
Service;
Young
Americans
Kreskin then changed tem
should start thinking about whether

3Thr<
Draft opposition organizing |0in

Three new officers added to campus
security force following rape, beating

Photo by Susan Pillow

only an open mind, ready to
any suggestion that comes to
Throughout his show,
frequently gave the audience
of his solutions to world pro
which seemed modeled on
Silverman plan of appealin
lowest common denominator
"Folks," he said once,
country preacher manner
have made the late Rev. Jone
"I'm not a mind reader,
knows it's hard enough ti
mind."
"But I feel we're really
whatever mind we have whenw
the ability to laugh at ourselves
continued.
"And you know,
never seen a politician chud
Although the Gospel Acta
to Kreskin may be a little less
profound, the dark haired man111
horn-rimmed glasses did pros
self amazing. Whether he is
mentalist or merely a tals
showman depends largely
skepticism of the individual vi

they could participate it|
Three new men
military."
lento
11
attorney,
Spears says that Cccor '"
lu
11
anc
already registered several thui
'
' Sail
young people through its coC,!111'^ 1X1 ("uliv< "
P
B
'
University of I
The se
tious objection card.
cuts.
are available from CCCO, P-O!
Dr. Stanley E.
15796, Philadelphia, PA
Jrcsidcnt, announce
They simply state 'Because
beliefs about war,-1 am opp ojT' that Loren S. 1).
Her
participation in the military
!'!!",'a" ^aum'l'i
l
"
,
, , in 1f Holt Atherton
CCCO was founded in 'jexas haV(* j)(>
the Central Committee for C«Lm|, u
tious Objectors „„d is .
Ill
agency counseling young AI4I()|> gru(|lu|'|s
facing the prospect of »")!„
"I St ockt on s i
service.
'""lilies.
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Conservatory Dean to retire next term
Ira C. Lehn, dean of the Conser
vatory of Music will resign as dean
this spring to return to full time
teaching at the university.
Dr. Clifford J. Hand, academic
vice president at UOP, announced
that a nationwide search is currently
underway to find a successor by the
start of the next academic year.
"Ira Lehn has provided excellent
leadership for the Conservatory,"
said Hand, "but I understand his

desire to return to teaching and per
formance."
Lehn, a member of the UOP
faculty since 1968, was named dean
of the Conservatory three years ago.
He previously served as acting dean
for seven months.
A professor of violincello, Lehn
came to UOP from the University of
California at Santa Barbara. He also
has taught at TCU, Tulsa University
and Wilmington (Ohio) College.

n 1940

In the field of performance, Lehn
has played with the Sacramento and
Stockton symphonies, and he is a"
member of the Sierra String Quartet
at the university. He also has ap
peared as a soloist with orchestras in
Philadelphia, Monterey, Tulsa, Santa
Barbara and Ventura.
Lehn holds Bachelor of Music
and Master of Music degrees from
Eastman School of Music.
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Condom week
stirs reaction
The student association for phar
macy students, SAPHA, has been
asked to discontinue use of the above
pictured pOster advertising National
Condo Week which will begin on
Valentine's Day.
Free distribution of prophylactics
has also been halted.
Explains Vice-President of Student
Life Judith Chambers, there was con
cern that the posters and distribution
might be offtensive to some students.

As Regional Delegate Friedmann
will represent Region Eight which in
cludes Schools of Pharmacy at UCSF,
USC, University of Utah, University
of Colorado, University of Arizona
and the University of New Mexico.
He will represent the region at the
national Student American Phar
maceutical
Association
annual
meeting, which will be held in
Washington D.C. this coming April.

Rick Friedmann

Friedmann has served the UOP
School of Pharmacy in various
capacities including first year class
representative,
California
Phar-

macists
Association
Delegate,
S.A.Ph.A National Student Industry
Liason Committee, as a member of
the School of Pharmacy Deans'
Student Advisory Committee, mem
ber of the CPHA Professional Affairs
Committee and he is currently one of
two student members on the Search
Committee seeking a replacement for
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland who will retire
as Dean of the Pharmacy School at
the end of this academic year.
In a recent interview Friedmann
said, "I hope to help formulate policy
with the other regional delegates to
show the profession of pharmacy and
other health care fields that students
are truly concerned about how they
will be practicing pharmacy in the
future."
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SAPhA Pres gains national office
Rick Friedmann, past UOP
S.A.P.H.A. President, was elected
Regional Delegate at the October
1979 meeting in San Francisco.
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